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Abstract
Although the possibility of gene evolution by domain rearrangements has long been appreciated, current methods for recon-
structing and systematically analyzing gene family evolution are limited to events such as duplication, loss, and sometimes,
horizontal transfer. However, within the Drosophila clade, we find domain rearrangements occur in 35.9% of gene families,
and thus, any comprehensive study of gene evolution in these species will need to account for such events. Here, we present
a new computational model and algorithm for reconstructing gene evolution at the domain level. We develop a method
for detecting homologous domains between genes and present a phylogenetic algorithm for reconstructingmaximum parsi-
mony evolutionary histories that include domain generation,duplication, loss, merge (fusion), and split (fission) events. Using
this method, we find that genes involved in fusion and fission are enriched in signaling and development, suggesting that
domain rearrangements and reuse may be crucial in these processes. We also find that fusion is more abundant than fission,
and that fusion and fission events occur predominantly alongside duplication, with 92.5% and 34.3% of fusion and fission
events retaining ancestral architectures in the duplicated copies.We provide a catalog of∼9,000 genes that undergo domain
rearrangement across nine sequenced species, alongwith possiblemechanisms for their formation. These results dramatically
expand on evolution at the subgene level and offer several insights into how new genes and functions arise between species.




Evolution can change the structure and function of genes
in many ways. For example, gene duplication has long been
identified as a major mechanism for generating new genes
and functions (Ohno 1970; Lynch and Conery 2000; Long
et al. 2003), whereas gene loss plays a similarly important
role in shaping genomic content (Hahn, Demuth, et al. 2007;
Niimura and Nei 2007). These events, as well as several oth-
ers such as horizontal gene transfer, gene conversion, and
domain rearrangement, interact together to generate “gene
families,” clusters of orthologous and paralogous genes with
detectable common ancestry. By studying the genetic se-
quences of a family, one can infer many of the evolutionary
events likely responsible for its creation.
The history of a gene family is often represented by two
trees: the “gene tree,” which describes the evolutionary
relationship of the genes, and the “species tree,” which
describes the relationship of the species. The gene tree
can be thought of as evolving “inside” of the species
tree (fig. 1B ). In the simplest case, these two trees are
congruent (share the same topology), indicating that all
the genes of the family are orthologs. However, if the
two trees differ, then events such as gene duplication
and loss have occurred. One can infer these events by
combining several computational methods. Phyloge-
netic methods, such as maximum likelihood (Felsenstein
1981) or neighbor joining (Saitou and Nei 1987), can be
used to reconstruct a gene tree and species tree frommolec-
ular sequences, and special algorithms called “recon- cilia-
tion methods” (Goodman et al. 1979; Page 1994; Chen et al.
2000) can be used to determine how the gene tree fits in-
side, or rather “reconciles,” to the species tree. Lastly, it is
the reconciliation that indicates the particular number and
order of evolutionary events that have occurred in the gene
family.
With the growing availability of genome sequences, this
phylogenetic analysis can be applied across both sizable
clades and whole genomes in a research field called “phy-
logenomics” (Eisen 1998; Eisen and Fraser 2003). Many com-
putationalmethods have been developed for detecting and
reconstructing gene families as well as their events (Lynch
and Conery 2000; Zmasek and Eddy 2002; Hahn et al. 2005;
Rasmussen and Kellis 2007, 2011; Wapinski et al. 2007,
Arvestadet al. 2009; Butler et al. 2009; Vilella et al. 2009). This
has led to a better understanding of how evolution shapes
the gene content of many different species such as prokary-
otes (David and Alm 2011), yeasts (Wapinski et al. 2007,
Butler et al. 2009), flies (Hahn, Demuth, et al. 2007), and ver-
tebrates (Vilella et al. 2009).
Despite the sophisticated underlying models in these
methods, a common assumption is to consider a gene
as evolving as a single unit. However, duplications, losses,
and other events can occur at the subgene level, and it
has been suggested that homology inference be applied
to domains rather than proteins (Ponting andRussell 2002).
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FIG. 1. Relationship between species trees, gene trees, and architecture scenarios. (A ) Gene sequences are compared across species, and a multiple
sequence alignment is constructed. Due to the presence of domains or complicated evolutionary mechanisms, these alignments may have a block
structure indicating similarity at the subgene level. (B ) In conventional phylogenetics, genes that descend from a single common ancestor are
clustered into a gene family, and the history of gene families are viewed through gene trees (black lines) that evolve inside a species tree (blue
area). Duplication (), loss (×), and speciation (colored subgene blocks) events are inferred through the reconcilation of gene trees to species
trees. Since each gene can belong to only a single gene family, joint histories that are evident from the architecture structure cannot be captured.
(C ) In subgene phylogenetics as presented in this work, a gene family is generalized to an architecture family in order to capture the relationships
between genes with shared modules. This allows the reconstruction of gene histories to be architecture aware, with an architecture scenario
depicting more complicated events such as merges () and splits (not shown). By definition, architecture scenarios use a known species tree,
with architectures evolving from a parent species to a child species; thus, no reconcilation is required, and speciation events are not modeled.
In this example, the joint histories of the red and teal modules are determined, including their recent merge in the branch leading to species
A, corresponding to the formation of chimeric gene a2. (D ) We allow for five types of evolutionary events, two (merge and split) of which are
not typically captured in conventional gene phylogenetics. (E ) Gene architectures are modeled using directed graphs, with nodes representing
modules and edges representing neighboringmodules (within the same gene). Rearrangements of these graphs correspond to evolutionary events:
Adding or removing nodes correspond to generation, duplication, or loss events (not shown), and adding or removing edges correspond to merge
or split events.
Additionally, events such gene fusion and fission challenge
the current definition of a gene family, as they can form
genes that have varying phylogeny andhomology across the
gene sequence. These more complicated events could play
very important roles in generating novel genes and func-
tions, as they are the primary source of new domain archi-
tectures that are thought to be a main source of biological
complexity in the human genome and other species (Yanai
et al. 2002; Pasek et al. 2006).
There are already several experimentally discovered ex-
amples of fusion and fission events. For example, jingwei
is a chimeric gene found in Drosophila yakuba that arose
through the fusion of the two genes yande (involved in nu-
clear mRNA splicing) and alcohol dehydrogenase (Adh ). Al-
though a fusion of genes is likely deleterious, several factors
in this case have contributed to jingwei ’s retention. First, the
ancestral functions involved in this fusion event were kept
intact, as yande is itself a recent duplicate of yellow-emperor ,
and the Adh portion of jingwei is a retrotransposed copy
of Adh (Long and Langley 1993; Long et al. 1999; Wang
et al. 2000). This allowed the jingwei to acquire a novel func-
tion in more specific binding for long-chain alcohols (Shih
and Jones 2008). Second, jingwei has inherited the promoter
sequence of yande, preventing degeneration of the retro-
transposedAdh into a pseudogene.Other examples of gene
fusion events in Drosophila gave rise to Adh–Twain (Jones
et al. 2005), Adh–Finnegan (Jones and Begun 2005), siren
(Shih and Jones 2008), sphinx (Wang et al. 2002), and Quet-
zalcoatl (Rogers et al. 2010), which have diverse functions in
metabolic processes and male courtship behavior. In addi-
tion, studies have identified fusion and fission events within
clades such as bacteria (Suhre and Claverie 2004; Pasek et al.
2006) and fungi (Durrens et al. 2008), and specific chimeric
genes have been studied in humans (Thomson et al. 2000;
Courseaux and Nahon 2001) and plants (Wang et al. 2006).
However, although intron phase correlations suggest that
as many as ∼19% of exons in eukaryotic genes might have
been formed by exon shuffling (Long et al. 1995), large-scale
methods for the systematic identification and reconstruc-
tion of domain evolution and gene fusion and fission events
are still lacking.
Though they do not reconstruct the history of these
events, many directed studies have analyzed domain rear-
rangements in search of functional or evolutionary insights
(Bornberg-Bauer et al. 2005; Moore et al. 2008). Quantita-
tive analyses have shown that fusions are more prevalent to
fission (Snel et al. 2000), that the number of neighbors per
domain follows a power law (Apic et al. 2001, 2003) (though
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this could be attributed to limited coverage; Han et al.
2005), and that specificdomain combinations aremore con-
served than would be expected from random domain shuf-
fling (Apic et al. 2003). Also, sequence similarity networks
have been used to determine gene families of multidomain
proteins (Enright et al. 2002; Uchiyama 2006; Song et al.
2008), mechanisms of domain deletions, shufflings, and sub-
stitutionshave beenproposed (Weiner and Bornberg-Bauer
2006;Weiner et al. 2006), and protein interactionmaps have
been generated based on gene fusions (Enright et al. 1999;
Enright and Ouzounis 2001).
More recently, phylogenomic methods have been devel-
oped to handle gene fusion and fission events or domain
evolution, with initial approaches discovering domains de
novo through sequence similarity (Snel et al. 2000) and later
methods shifting to rely on underlying domain models us-
ing databases such as InterPro (Hunter et al. 2009), Pfam
(Bateman et al. 2002), SCOP (Murzin et al. 1995), SMART
(Schultz et al. 1998), and CDD (Marchler-Bauer et al. 2005).
These studies focused on widely divergent species span-
ning all three domains of life and make three types of sim-
plifying assumptions: 1) Only the presence or absence of
architectures in complete genomes are considered, with
both architecture count and sequence information ignored
(Gough 2005; Kummerfeld and Teichmann 2005; Fong et al.
2007), 2) copy numbers for architectures are considered but
domain ordering is ignored, and the models have leaned
towards theoretic formulations and only been applied to
a limited amount of biological data (Behzadi and Vingron
2006; Przytycka et al. 2006; Wiedenhoeft et al. 2011), and 3)
domain level events are mapped onto existing gene trees,
with agreement between evolutionary events considered
only after the independentmappings (Forslund et al. 2008).
Our work continues along these recent methods in ex-
tendingphylogenomics fromgenes to subgenedomains.We
present the first phylogenomic approach that combines de
novo discovery of subgene evolutionary units (which we
term as “modules”), a general model of gene evolution that
captures module gain, loss, duplication, and rearrangement,
and a phylogenetic reconstruction algorithm that simulta-
neously traces the history of all modules while taking into
account a common species tree topology. By focusing on
modules, we are in many ways looking at how new genes
are generated. That is, we can consider gene generation at a
very low level through mutations and insertion/deletionsor
at a very high level through gene duplication and loss. This
work proposes a middle perspective that looks at gene gen-
eration through the generationof newmodules and the du-
plication, loss, and rearrangement of existingmodules.
This paper presents three distinct contributions to sub-
gene phylogenomics:
• We present a method for identifying homologous mod-
ules for a family of closely related species. Our approach
uses sequence similarity to define modules as the basic unit
of inheritance and therefore is not limited to existing do-
main databases, which may be biased towards domains
with known structures or domains found in well-studied
FIG. 2. Species and phylogeny of the Drosophila clade. The phy-
logeny of nine Drosophila species used in our analysis, as estimated
by Tamura et al. (2004).
proteins. We show that the resulting modules are biologi-
callymeaningful; in particular, they are frequentlyproduced
through exon shuffling events, and, when such annotations
are available, they tend to keep functional domains as a sin-
gle unit.
• We develop a model for gene evolution that captures ar-
chitecture rearrangements,whichwedefine asmodule gen-
eration, duplication, loss, merge (fusion), and split (fission)
events (fig. 1D ). In contrast to many previous phylogenetic
approaches, our model traces “gene evolution” rather than
“architecture evolution,” allowing us to explicitly capture
module duplications and parallel merges and splits.
• We present a maximum parsimony algorithm, Species Tree
informed Architecture Reconstruction—Maximum Parsi-
mony (STAR-MP), for inferring module architecture evolu-
tion based on (reconstructed) module phylogenies, extant
module architectures, and a known species tree. Alongwith
our evolutionary model, this algorithm is less restrictive
than previous phylogenetic approaches, retaining the ad-
vantages of each. In particular, we assume a known species
tree, as the added information can improve gene tree recon-
struction; we do not rely on a reference gene or domain but
instead viewmodules as the primary unit of genes, allowing
us to trace the evolutionaryhistoryof genes related through
any subsequence within a single reconstruction; we incor-
porate sequence information for each module captured
through phylogenetic reconstruction; and we consider the
statistical support of our reconstructions through boot-
strapping. The STAR-MP software is available for download
at http://compbio.mit.edu/starmp/.
To demonstrate the sensitivity and robustness of our
methods, we consider eukaryotic species that are evolution-
ary closely related, where a species tree is well supported
and horizontal gene transfer is unlikely and not modeled.
We also consider the problem of detecting architecture re-
arrangements at a smaller timescale, identifying onlymerge
and split events that have occurred in recent history; we fo-
cus our analysis on the Drosophila clade (fig. 2), as it has
a dense phylogeny, a relatively recent (∼60 My old) his-
tory (Hahn, Han, et al. 2007), and includes both close and
distant species. Furthermore, at least 47 putative chimeric
genes have been identified within D. melanogaster (Zhou
et al. 2008; Rogers et al. 2009), and it has been estimated
that∼30% of the new genes in the D. melanogaster species
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subgroup are chimeric (Zhou et al. 2008). We have used our
methods to trace the complete history of all genes through
theirmodules in nineDrosophila species and report numer-
ous striking examples of architecture evolution that cannot
be captured by traditional gene-level methods.
Materials and Methods
Genomic Sequences and Species Phylogeny
Analysis was performed on nine species within the
Drosophila genus: D. melanogaster, D. yakuba, D. erecta, D.
ananassae, D. pseudoobscura, D. willistoni, D. mojavensis,
D. virilis, and D. grimshawi. Sequences were obtained from
FlyBase (May 2009 release), and we analyzed the longest
protein sequence per gene and assumed a known species
tree (Tamura et al. 2004) (fig. 2).
Definitions
Due to fusion and fission, a gene may contain specific do-
mains (or more generally DNA segments) whose evolu-
tionary history differs from the rest of the gene. Therefore,
we introduce several new concepts to describe the pos-
sible relationships between such genes. Our primary unit
of evolution is the module, which is a gene subsequence
inherited as a single unit without internal rearrangements
or breaks across the species under comparison.Modules dis-
covered from sequence similarity are distinct from struc-
tural or functional domains of a protein, though, as we will
show, they often agree. Each gene may contain one or more
nonoverlappingmodules. These modules may share homol-
ogy with other modules present within the same gene or
in other genes. We call a cluster of homologous modules a
“module family,” defined as the set of modules that descend
from a single ancestral module in the last common ancestor
(LCA) of all species under consideration.
For each gene, we define its “architecture” as the ordered
list of modules it contains. Each species contains a set of
genes, which corresponds to a multiset of architectures. We
generalize the concept of a gene family to that of a “(gene)
architecture family,” which contains the maximal set of
genes connected by module homology. Whereas the evo-
lutionary histories of gene families are represented by gene
trees, the histories of architecture families are represented
by “architecture directed acyclic graphs” (DAGs), which
extend gene trees by capturing module generation, fusion,
and fission events, in addition to module duplication and
loss. Lastly, we define an “architecture scenario” as the
multiset of ancestral architectures and evolutionary events
mapped onto a known species tree, where each species tree
node shows the type and copy number of architectures it
contains, and each species tree branch shows the events
that have occurred along that branch. In reconstructing
architecture scenarios, we will assume a known species
tree and infer ancestral architectures and events without
requiring a reconciliation mapping. All trees within this
work are rooted phylogenetic trees, in which the leaf
nodes represent extant evolutionary objects (e.g., extant
species or modules in extant species) and the internal
nodes represent ancestral objects (e.g., ancestral species or
ancestral modules in ancestral species).
Our model for architecture evolution allows for the fol-
lowing evolutionary events: “generation,” in which a new
module is created; “duplication,” in which an existingmod-
ule is duplicated; “loss,” in which an existingmodule is lost;
“merge,” in which twomodules that appeared at the ends of
two separate architectures are joined as neighbors in a sin-
gle gene; and “split,” in which twomodules that appearedas
neighbors in a single gene are split and appear at the ends of
two separate genes. We also make the further assumption
that a module can be generated at most once. This is sim-
ilar to the assumption used in Dollo parsimony, in which a
single generation in the LCA followed by (multiple) losses
ismore likely thanmultiple independent generation events.
We represent an architecture as a DAG capturing module
ordering relationships between consecutive modules. Each
evolutionary event corresponds to a simple graph opera-
tion (fig. 1E ), and determining architecture rearrangements
becomes a matter of graph rearrangements using these op-
erations (supplementary section 1, SupplementaryMaterial
online).
Architecture-Aware Phylogenomic Pipeline
We present a novel phylogenomic pipeline for the
architecture-aware reconstruction of gene evolution
(fig. 3). The pipeline has three main stages: 1) identifying
modules andmodule families from the genomic sequences,
2) clustering architectures into architecture families, and 3)
reconstructing architecture scenarios from the architecture
families and the known species tree.
Identifying Modules and Module Families
To identify modules and their boundaries, we ran pairwise
all versus all BLASTp comparisons (Altschul et al. 1997) be-
tween the species’ proteomes, discarding any BLAST hit
with e value>1 × 10−5 or percent identity<60%. The re-
maining alignments were extended using LALIGN (Huang
and Miller 1991), and the best hit between each query and
subject pair was retained. These were refiltered by e value
and percent identity, and short alignments (<50 aa) and
promiscuous hits (genes with >80 hits) were removed. A
list of potential module boundaries was then found us-
ing the residue correlation matrix as in the ADDA algo-
rithm (Heger and Holm 2003) (resolution = 10 aa, mini-
mum module length = 30 aa), and boundaries within 30
aa of a LALIGN alignment boundary were retained. The re-
sulting module instances were clustered into module fam-
ilies through OrthoMCL with default parameters (Enright
et al. 2002), where the nodes represent module instances
and edges are weighted by the bit score of the LALIGN hit
multiplied by the relative overlap of the modules.
Note that if desired, these steps can be replaced by
matching gene sequences against a database of known
structural or functional protein domains to simultaneously
detect the domain boundaries and domain families. How-
ever, our approach is more general as it defines modules
as evolutionarily conserved units without relying on previ-
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FIG. 3. Overview of our phylogenomic pipeline. At left, the pipeline is separated into three main stages and takes as input the set of all gene
sequences across several species and the known species tree relating the species. (A ) In the first stage, gene sequences are compared across species,
module boundaries are found, and modules are clustered according to similarity, resulting in a set of homologous module families. (B ) In the
second stage, a module adjacency graph is constructed based on these module families, with an edge between any two module families if at
least one module instance from each family are neighbors in the same gene. Connected components of this graph define the module families to
be clustered into a single architecture family. Note that (B ) uses as input the module families determined by (A ), but one can use domains as
determined by a database search, for example, Pfam domains, if desired. (C ) In the third stage, architecture scenarios are reconstructed for each
architecture family based on a three-step procedure, in which themodule trees are reconstructed based onmultiple sequence alignments of each
module family, thesemodule trees are reconciled to determine ancestralmodule counts, and themodule counts, extant architectures, and known
species tree are used to reconstruct the ancestral architectures and ancestral events along each branch.
ous annotations. Thus, we can trace the evolutionary history
of clade-specific modules or modules that are not found
in current databases (supplementary section 3, Supplemen-
tary Material online).
As our goal was to study evolutionary events such as
gene merge and split events between multiple species, we
excluded any module families that appear in only a single
species. Also, as in other works (Fong et al. 2007; Forslund
et al. 2008), to mitigate the effects of short length repeat
domains and allow for a more efficient algorithm, we col-
lapsed tandem duplicated modules to a single copy and re-
quired that amodule family appears atmost oncewithin an
architecture.
Clustering Architectures into Architecture Families
To determine architecture families, we constructed a mod-
ule adjacency graph, where each vertex represented a mod-
ule family, and edges were added between two modules if
instances of themodules were neighbors within at least one
gene. For each connected component within this graph, we
identified the set of genes containing at least one module
from the cluster andmarked themas an architecture family.
From the module adjacency graph, we discovered several
highly promiscuous module families that occur in diverse
sets of genes. These module families can complicate analysis
by creating very large architecture families composed of
many distinct gene clusters that share little in common
aside from the promiscuous module family. Therefore,
we choose to analyze promiscuous module families in a
separate analysis (supplementary section 4, Supplementary
Material online) and excluded them from our reconstruc-
tions. Specifically, module families were removed prior to
clustering if they had more than six neighbors; this removed
<0.21% of all modules and <0.38% of the modules with
neighbors.
In addition, to focus on gene fusions and fissions, we fil-
tered our architecture families to those in which one species
has a gene with two neighboring modules and another
species is eithermissing one of thesemodules or has no gene
with these modules as neighbors.
Reconstructing Architecture Scenarios
For each architecture family, we reconstructed its evolu-
tion by producing an architecture scenario. This is compli-
cated by the fact that inferring architectures in ancestral
species implicitly requires inferring module counts. Rather
than doing these tasks simultaneously, we adopted a three-
stage approach to architecture scenario reconstruction,
incorporatingknown rates of evolutionary events where ap-
plicable (supplementary section 5, SupplementaryMaterial
online). First, we reconstructed the generation, duplication,
and loss history of each module independently of all other
modules since these events occur at themodule level. Then,
we then used these reconstructed module phylogenies to
determine ancestral module counts, and finally, we incorpo-
rated merge and split events when inferringmodule group-
ings into architectures.
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In the first stage, we incorporated known rates of evo-
lutionary events to reconstruct the phylogenies of each
module family to produce “module trees.” This was done
by taking the peptide sequences of each module fam-
ily, aligning them with the MUSCLE software package
(Edgar 2004), then reverse translating the result into a
(codon-aligned) nucleotide alignment. Module trees were
then reconstructed from each nucleotide alignment using
the SPIMAP program (Rasmussen and Kellis 2011) con-
figured with model parameters previously determined for
the Drosophila clade (Rasmussen and Kellis 2011), 100 pre-
screen iterations, and 50 iterations.
In the second stage, we split modules trees into subtrees
containing only descendants of a single common ancestor
within or after the root of the species tree (i.e., propermod-
ule families). This was achieved by reconciling each module
tree to the species tree using maximum parsimonious rec-
onciliation (MPR) (Page 1994; Zmasek and Eddy 2001) and
then removing any duplication nodes predating the species
tree root (preroot duplications). Each resulting subtree was
then rerooted and reconciled repeatedly usingMPR until all
preroot duplications were removed.
In the third stage, we reconstructed architecture scenar-
ios for each architecture family by combining all of its mod-
ule trees. From the previous steps of the pipeline, we can
infer the extant architectures present at the leaves of the
species tree, and we can use the reconciledmodule trees to
infer the ancestral module copy numbers. What remains to
be reconstructed is how the ancestral modules combine to
form ancestral architectures and what events are responsi-
ble for their evolution.
We achieved this reconstruction using a novel maxi-
mum parsimony method called STAR-MP (supplementary
section 2 and fig. S1, SupplementaryMaterial online),which
determines the series of events (generation, duplication,
loss, merge, and split) with the least total cost that explain
the evolution of the given extant architectures. In this work,
we used equal costs for each event, thereforeminimizing the
total number of events in the reconstruction. Analysis of a
subset of families showed that reconstructions are robust to
these costs (supplementary section 6, SupplementaryMate-
rial online).
STAR-MP is a dynamic programming algorithm that first
works recursively up the tree to determine the cost of as-
signing architectures at each node, then works recursively
down the tree to assign the most parsimonious architec-
ture at each node as well as the responsible events. In the
forward phase, we performed a postorder traversal of the
species tree, generating a set of possible architectures for
each node by finding all partitions of the available mod-
ules, then pruning the resulting list heuristically. For each
possible architecture generated, we determined the oper-
ations (generation, duplication, loss, merge, split) necessary
to transform it into architectures present at the child nodes.
Dynamic programming was then used to find the minimum
cost-to-go (e.g., minimum total cost along all descendant
branches) of assigning the parent architecture. This was re-
peated until the root of the species tree was reached, at
which point the minimum cost architecture was assigned
to the root. In the backward phase, we backtracked down
the tree to determine the most parsimonious architectures
and events at all the internal nodes and edges, respectively.
As the maximum parsimonious reconstruction may not be
unique, ties were broken randomly to arrive at a single re-
construction.
To measure uncertainty in our reconstructions, we im-
plemented a bootstrapping procedure for STAR-MP. Each
module family had 100 module trees reconstructed using
SPIMAPon 100 resampled nucleotide alignments. From this
set, modules trees were sampled with replacement to be
reconciled and analyzed by STAR-MP 100 times, thus gen-
erating 100 bootstrapped architecture scenarios.
Validation
Input Validation
A significant challenge of reconstructing architecture evo-
lution is dealingwith errors in extant genomes, for example,
resulting from sequencing, assembly, or gene model predic-
tion. For example, erroneously connected exons in a gene
model or failure to collapse multiple genes into a single
gene may cause homologous modules to appear as a sin-
gle gene in some species but as multiple genes in others. To
validate our sequence input, we searched for errors due to
gene model or assembly problems. In this section, we pro-
vide error rates based on sequence comparison or external
evidence; later, in our analysis of architecture scenarios, we
will show that these errors have little effect on our biological
findings.
In an assembly error, a gene may be separated into mul-
tiple scaffolds, or duplicate copies of genes may appear due
toundercollapsed scaffolds. In the former case, wewouldex-
pect a large number of fusion/fissiongenes to be at the ends
of scaffolds.We found that 36.2% (1,486) of the merge/split
families to have at least one gene at the end of its scaf-
fold; however, this large percentage is partly attributable
to the presence of several short scaffolds in the sequenced
genomes. As an alternativemeasure, 6.51% (2,947) of genes
inmerge/split families are at the ends of scaffolds compared
with 4.85% (6,592) overall,meaning that we possiblyfind in-
flated counts for the number of merges and splits. In the
latter case, we would expect nearly 100% identity in the se-
quences. Analysis of the sequences using gene spans with
2,000 base pairs added upstream and downstream reveals
7.31% (300) of the merge/split families have possibly under-
collapsed scaffolds (scaffolds contain undercollapsed genes
with 98% identity, supplementary section 7.1, Supple-
mentary Material online). Using our rearrangement model,
we believe that such familiesmainly result in double count-
ing of duplications and losses, with little to no effect on the
number of merges or splits.
To check for errors due to faulty gene models, we looked
at expressed sequence tag (EST) andmRNA-seq evidence for
all pairs of neighboring genes (table 1 and supplementary
section 7.2, SupplementaryMaterial online).We found that
only 0.92% (0.52%) of EST (mRNA-seq) supported neigh-
boring gene models also had an EST (mRNA-seq) spanning
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Table 1. EST and mRNA-seq Evidence in Nine Drosophila Genomes.
Species Number of Number of Number of Number of Gene Number of Gene Pairs Error Rate (%)
Genes Genes with EST Gene Pairs with EST with Spanning EST of EST
(mRNA-seq) Pairsa (mRNA-seq)b (mRNA-seq)c (mRNA-seq)d
dmel 14,080 12,640 (12,673) 14,052 11,645 (11,895) 78 (35) 0.67 (0.29)
dyak 16,077 1,618 15,335 222 4 1.80
dere 15,044 4,459 14,780 1,556 13 0.84
dana 15,069 5,022 14,680 1,864 24 1.29
dpse 16,099 2,851 (13,721) 15,156 699 (12,092) 13 (70) 1.86 (0.58)
dwil 15,512 4,699 14,442 1,792 17 0.95
dmoj 14,594 4,910 (13,035) 14,209 1,903 (12,123) 19 (82) 1.00 (0.68)
dvir 14,491 5,042 14,216 2,052 23 1.12
dgri 14,982 5,196 13,794 2,133 18 0.84
Total 135,948 46,437 (39,429) 175,882 28,376 (36,110) 262 (187) 0.92 (0.52)
aTwo adjacent genes on the same strand.
bNumber of adjacent gene pairs in which both genes have EST (mRNA-seq) evidence.
cNumber of adjacent gene pairs in which both genes have EST (mRNA-seq) evidence and there exists at least one EST (mRNA-seq) that spans both genes.
dNumber of gene pairs with spanning EST (mRNA-seq) evidence over the number of gene pairs with EST (mRNA-seq) evidence.
both neighbors, suggesting a low rate of introns misan-
notated as intergenic modules. The lowest intron annota-
tion error rate was in the well-annotated D. melanogaster
genome. Larger error rates (e.g., total error rate = 11.53%
[EST], 6.66% [mRNA-seq]) occur if we restrict the genes to
only those that appear in architecture families (supplemen-
tary table S1, Supplementary Material online), but this is
likely attributable to the low number of EST (mRNA-seq)
supported neighboring gene models in this set. Finally, note
that ESTs (mRNA-seqs) only allow us to find introns misan-
notated as intergenic modules, for example, spurious gene
breaks, not intergenicmodules misannotatedas introns, for
example, missed gene breaks.
Methods Validation
Most methods within our phylogenomic pipeline (e.g.,
residue correlation matrix, OrthoMCL, SPIMAP) have been
evaluated in their respective works (Enright et al. 2002;
Heger and Holm 2003; Rasmussen and Kellis 2011). To eval-
uate the last step in this pipeline, our architecture scenario
reconstruction algorithm STAR-MP, we simulated module
evolution, where simulation parameters were inferred us-
ing the maximum parsimony (MP) architecture scenarios
reconstructed from real data. Note that this reliance onMP
reconstructions means that our simulations underestimate
the empirical (and estimated true) event rates.
We started all simulations at the root of the species tree
(as was the case for >82.6% of all MP trees) and for each
simulation, generated a root architecture, where the num-
ber of module families, the number of modules per module
family, and the number of connected modules were sim-
ulation parameters. To determine the events along each
branch, we assumed a separate geometric distribution for
each event type (generation, duplication, loss, merge, split)
and each branch. The number and type of events along
each branch were sampled from these geometric distribu-
tions, and an event was applied uniformly among the avail-
ablemodules (generation/duplication/loss), edges (split), or
architectures (merge) and was discarded if it was impossi-
ble with the given starting architecture. Despite discarding
events, event rates for the simulations were similar to the
input rates (<6% error).
Using rates estimated from the reconstructed ar-
chitecture scenarios in Drosophila, we simulated 1,000
architecture scenarios and found that STAR-MP has
63.4% sensitivity and 77.8% precision (fig. 4). As in
the actual pipeline, the ancestral counts for each module
and the architectures at the extant species were provided
as input to STAR-MP, accounting for the 100% precision
in generation, duplication, and loss events. Evaluation
at increased event rates reveals a decrease in sensitivity
consistent with a conservative MP algorithm, whereas
precision degrades only slightly (supplementary section 7.3
and fig. S2, SupplementaryMaterial online).
Experimental Validation
We investigated transcript evidence (EST and mRNA-seq)
at the event and family level, characterizing each event or
scenario as “consistent” if there exists no conflicting ev-
idence, “inconsistent” if there exists conflicting evidence,
or “unknown” if there exists no evidence (supplementary
section 7.4, SupplementaryMaterial online).
We found that 15.1–16.0% of scenarios are consis-
tent and 1.1–1.2% inconsistent, and 23.2–40.9% of merge
and split events are consistent and 0.6–1.1% inconsistent
FIG. 4. Reconstruction accuracy of STAR-MP on simulated data sets.
Event inference using STAR-MP is both sensitive and precise. Error
bars show performance loss due to ties in the MP reconstruction, for
example, the MP architecture scenario and the true architecture sce-
nario have equal costs, so events may be missed or extra events may
be called in the MP reconstruction.
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FIG. 5. Correlation of module and domain boundaries. (A ) For each module, either the overlap (# aa present in bothmodule and domain/domain
length) for modules incompletely covered by domains or the relative size (module length/domain length) for modules completely covered by
domains was found. 75.6% of modules are equal to or larger than their corresponding domains (relative size 100%), and 28.4% of modules are
of similar size to their corresponding domain (overlap 75% or relative size 150%, in gray). Bin size = 10%. (B ) For each module boundary,
the distance to the closest domain boundary was found, where distance = module boundary−domain boundary, blue represents left module
boundaries and green represents right module boundaries. Thus, a negative distance in blue and a positive distance in green denote that the
module boundary extends further than the domain boundary. Module boundaries tend to be close to domain boundaries or extend further than
the closest domain boundary. Bin size = 10 aa.
(supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online).
Although this does not conclusively prove that the merges
and splits occur, it does suggest that our reconstructed
scenarios and events are not a byproduct of poor gene
models.
Results
Using our pipeline, we found 22,813 module families com-
bining in 14,418 architecture families, with 70.4% (10,144)
of these architecture families containing only a single mod-
ule and 28.5% (4,107) containing a merge or split. (All mod-
ule and architecture families are available online.) The large
proportion of single-module families despite such a gen-
eral definition of gene and module evolution is a testa-
ment to the high specificity of our approach. The 4,107
“merge/split” families consist of 12,324module families cov-
ering 45,282 genes and involve at least one gene from 35.9%
(4,457/12,431) of FlyBase gene families.
Architecture scenarios were reconstructed for 3,882 fam-
ilies (with 10,448 module families covering 39,476 genes),
of which 2,818 (72.6%) had unique maximum parsimony
reconstructions; the remaining 5.5% of families had many
module families per architecture family and/or large ances-
tral counts from SPIMAP and were too complicated forMP
reconstruction. Mean runtime of STAR-MP was 2.37 s with
no bootstrapping and 14.40 s for 100 bootstraps. Analysis
of architecture scenarios (see Common Trends in Architec-
ture Scenarios Revealed by STAR-MP Reconstruction and
Genome Annotation Errors Contribute to Lineage-Specific
Events in Reconstruction) considered nonbootstrapped
reconstructions. Reconstructed scenarios typically had high
bootstrap support, with a majority (63.2%) of scenarios
having a single reconstruction, for example, 100% support
on all ancestral architectures and events. Futhermore, each
event count had a low standard deviation relative to its
mean (<0.035), thus demonstrating the robustness of our
reconstruction methodology.
Module Boundaries are Driven by Selection: Comparison
with Domains and Exons
As our method for finding modules depended solely on se-
quence similarity rather than relying on previously known
structural or functional domain or exon boundaries, we
used these two external lines of evidence to study howmod-
ules are formed.
Using the curated Pfam-A (version 23.0) (Bateman
et al. 2002) domain definitions as a reference, we found
that our module detection algorithm tends to avoid
over-fragmentation (fig. 5), consistent with the idea of
supradomains (Vogel et al. 2004). Furthermore, many
modules and domains are also similar in size, and many
module boundaries are close to domain boundaries. Note
that the long tail in figure 5A indicates possible under-
fragmentation of domains, which is expected to occur as
multiple consecutive domains may have evolved jointly
within the ∼60 My Drosophila clade and thus have been
collapsed into a single module.
Comparison between modules and exons reveals simi-
lar trends (supplementary fig. S3, Supplementary Material
online), with many cases of single module–single exon or
single module–multiple exons, and a large percentage (33–
42%) of modules lying precisely at an exon boundary (peak
at zero distance in supplementary fig. S3A, Supplementary
Material online). To study this effect further, we looked at
the number of exon-borderingmodules (supplementary ta-
ble S3, SupplementaryMaterial online) and at intron–phase
correlations (supplementary table S4, Supplementary Ma-
terial online). We defined an exon-bordering module as a
module in which both boundaries are within±10 residues
of an exon boundary. The unusually high number of exon-
bordering modules (observed = 100,974; expected = 2,138;
fold = 47.23; P < 2.23×10−308 ,χ2 test) indicates exon shuf-
fling as a prominentmechanism of module rearrangement.
Exon shuffling is also supported by a high presence of
symmetrical intron phases. An intron has phase zero if it
falls between two codons, phase one if it falls after the first
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nucleotide within a codon, phase two if it falls after the
second nucleotide within a codon, and a module is labeled
with the phases of its flanking introns. The splice frame
rule (Patthy 1987) states that the phases of introns flanking
modules tend to match, as this prevents frameshift muta-
tions after exon shuffling events. Similar toprevious analyses
(Kaessmann et al. 2002; Liu and Grigoriev 2004; Lee 2009),
we found that symmetrical intron phases are enriched (O
= 83,394; E = 35,003; fold= 2.38; P < 2.23 × 10−308, χ2
test) and nonsymmetrical intron phases are depleted (O =
17,580; E = 65,971; fold= 0.27; P < 2.23×10−308 ,χ2 test).
Furthermore, most of the enrichment in symmetrical intron
phases is due to the presence of 0–0 modules; we believe
that this enrichment reflects a tendency for exons to be
reshuffled at the codon level. Interestingly, though similar
trends are seen when comparing Pfam domains and exons
(supplementary table S5, Supplementary Material online),
fold enrichments and depletions are dramatically increased
for modules (e.g., fold values: exon-bordering domains =
2.32, symmetrical intron phases = 1.79, nonsymmetrical
phases = 0.58, P < 2.23 × 10−308, χ2 test), and we found
an abundance of 0–0 modules and a lack of 1–1 modules
compared with previous analyses. These discrepancies
are expected, as previous works used domain definitions
produced across many genomes, whereas our modules
were detected using data only across the nine Drosophila
genomes. Regardless of whether domains or modules were
used, these results suggest that modules (and domains) are
produced through the shuffling of exons; here, amutational
mechanism is made apparent through module (domain)
detection.
An alternative explanation for the correlation between
module and domain boundaries could be their common
correlation with exon boundaries. Thus, we tested whether
module boundaries are depleted within domains, which
would suggest that modules tend to maintain domains as a
unit moreso than would be expected by exon distributions.
We found that 7.1% (29,096/410,463) of introns are within
±10 residues of any module boundary, whereas within do-
mains, this percentage decreased to 3.0% (4,451/146,205),
supporting our expectation that module boundaries re-
spect domain boundaries (fold = 2.33, P < 2.23 × 10−308,
hypergeometric test).
Gene Ontology Terms Associated with Rapid Architec-
ture Evolution Reflect Adaptation
In this section, we address whether certain functions are
more likely to be involved in merge and split events. Af-
ter correcting for possible biases (supplementary section 9,
Supplementary Material online), we found seven gene
ontology (GO) terms to be enriched across families
with merge/split events compared with families without
merge/split events (P < 0.001, hypergeometric test, false
discovery rate correction, table 2). Interestingly, all enriched
GO terms are biological processes, and almost, all of them
are involved in development.
We hypothesize that although gene fusions and fissions
are likely deleterious formost genes, in some cases, theymay
offer an advantage in terms of adaptability. For example,
a domain may be a crucial component in several signaling
pathways, each of which requires the domain to interact
with a different ligand. Rather than generating the same do-
mainmultiple times throughout evolution, a species can du-
plicate the domain and merge it with others that encode
different receptors. Such adaptabilitymay be advantageous
in signaling and development (Bhattacharyya et al. 2006;
Peisajovich et al. 2010), explaining the enriched GO terms
in these categories.
For example, we found an architecture scenario involving
the TATA-binding protein (TBP) domain, which associates
with different transcription factors to initiate transcription
from different RNA polymerases. TBP consists of a highly
conserved C-terminal core that binds to the TATA box
and interacts with transcription factors and regulatory
proteins and a variable N-terminal module. A study of
TBP genes hypothesized that the N- and C-terminal mod-
ules may have evolved independently of each other and
fused together (Sumita et al. 1993). Furthermore, TBP is
dependent on upstream activators for promoter specificity;
however, fusing TBP to a heterologous DNA-binding
domain bypasses the need for a transcriptional activation
domain, and the recruitment of TBP with an upstream
activation domain provides greater flexibility in promoter
arrangement (Xiao et al. 1995). Metazoans may have
evolved multiple TBPs to accommodate the vast increase
in genes and expression during development and cellular
differentiation (Rabenstein et al. 1999).
Protein–Protein Interaction Data Sets Suggest Fusion
and Fission of Functionally Complementary Genes
It has been shown that modules that merge or split tend to
occur in genes with related functions (Enright et al. 1999;
Marcotte et al. 1999; Enright and Ouzounis 2001). This is
the basis for the Rosetta Stone model for protein–protein
interaction, which suggests that given a Rosetta Stone pro-
tein with architecture AB, two proteins with architectures
A and B are functionally related and more likely to interact.
Possible reasons this trend are that the fusion of neighbor-
ing genes allows for tighter coregulation (Bornberg-Bauer
et al. 2005), or a single function has separated into two
related genes in the case of fission. Here, we determine
whether this is the case within the Drosophila clade. If so,
we may be able to propose new functional annotations for
genes.
Within D. melanogaster, we identified 1,222 gene part-
ners, where a gene partner consists of two genes connected
by a Rosetta Stone protein. That is, for each pair of genes,
we defined two sets of modules: the first set contains the
modules in gene 1 but not in gene 2, and the second set con-
tains the modules in gene 2 but not in gene 1. To be called a
“gene partner,” at least one pair of modules, one from each
set, must be found fused in a gene in another species. Af-
ter removing the GO annotations biological process, cellu-
lar component, and molecular function, we found that 138
gene partners have both genes annotated with GO terms,
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Table 2. GO Enrichment for Genes Undergoing Module Rearrangement.
Rank GO ID GO Term k m Fold P valuea P valueb Q valuec
1 GO:0009653 Anatomical structuremorphogenesis 426 1,100 1.36 1.61 × 10−14 2.13 × 10−7 1.08 × 10−4
2 GO:0048731 System development 499 1,304 1.34 8.02 × 10−16 2.34 × 10−8 1.36 × 10−5
3 GO:0048856 Anatomical structure development 557 1,465 1.34 5.44 × 10−17 8.18 × 10−9 5.53 × 10−6
4 GO:0007275 Multicellular organismal development 588 1,554 1.33 1.97 × 10−17 3.37 × 10−9 3.42 × 10−6
5 GO:0032502 Developmental process 640 1,709 1.32 7.95 × 10−18 3.03 × 10−9 3.42 × 10−6
6 GO:0032501 Multicellular organismal process 711 1,903 1.31 1.34 × 10−19 4.23 × 10−10 8.58 × 10−7
7 GO:0009987 Cellular process 804 2,218 1.27 3.45 × 10−18 5.56 × 10−9 4.51 × 10−6
aComputed using the hypergeometric test, which computes the probability of obtaining at least k annotated families for a given GO term among a data set of size
n , using a reference data set containing m such annotated families out of N families. Here, n = 4, 107 and N = 14, 418.
bP values corrected for length bias.
cP values corrected for length bias and multiple hypothesis testing (false discovery rate).
and of these, 114 (82.6%) share at least one GO term. By
selecting random gene partners (to control for length bias,
these partners were selected from the set of 208 genes that
formthe 1,222partners), weobserved that 61.8% share aGO
term on average. This suggests that genes are more likely to
have related functions if they have modules that merge or
split (fold = 1.34, P < 0.001), though the cause and effect
may be the reverse.
Common Trends in Architecture Scenarios Revealed by
STAR-MP Reconstruction
Our architecture scenarios that involve module merges
and splits cover 4,107 architecture families, 12,324 module
families, and 45,282 genes. However, many of these families
have very simple scenarios. Most (2,295, 55.9%) contain
only two modules (fig. 6), and many (1,007, 24.5%) contain
one gene in each of the nine species. These single gene
families frequently consist of distinct subtrees, one with
a single module A and another with merged architecture
AB, implying a single generation and merge of module B.
The second most frequent scenario (767 families, 18.7%)
consists of ten sequences across nine species, corresponding
to one fused gene in eight species and two fragmented
genes in one species. This suggests that fragmented genes
(and as we will see, fused genes) may be lineage specific, an
idea we will later revisit.
Using our 3,882 reconstructed architecture scenarios, we
studied the distributions of each of our events (table 3, fig. 7,
and supplementary fig. S6, SupplementaryMaterial online).
For generation events, we found that most modules
(8,339/10,448; or 79.8%) are generated at the species tree
root (fig. 7) and were therefore inferred to exist prior to
the Drosophila speciation. A previous study on the origin
of new genes in the D. melanogaster species subgroup
found that de novo gene origination from noncoding
sequences accounts for 11.9% of new genes (Zhou et al.
2008), suggesting that partial gene origination may not be
rare (Long et al. 2003).
For duplication and loss events, we observed that losses
occur 2.29 timesmore than duplications, which is consistent
with previous studies at the gene level that found factors of
1.78–3.18 (Rasmussen and Kellis 2011). The large number
of duplications relative to losses arises due to paraphyletic
modules (modules that appear in an ancestor but do not
appear in all descendants of that ancestor), which could re-
quire multiple loss events, and also due to modules trees
that are incongruent with the species tree so that during
reconciliation, a single ancient duplication is compensated
for with multiple losses.
Lastly, for merge and split events, a comparison of their
counts revealed a 0.86:1 merge-to-split ratio, which at first
seemed inconsistent with previous studies suggestingthat
FIG. 6. Distribution of architecture family sizes. (A ) The number of sequences per architecture family (20 families with more than 50 sequences
not shown), and (B ) the number of module families per architecture family (3 families with more than 20 modules not shown) are shown. Color
denotes the number of species represented in the architecture family. Many families have simple evolutionary histories, for example, have a single
gene per species or contain only two interacting modules.
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Table 3. Inferred Evolutionary Events Across Architecture Scenarios.
Event or Ratioa G D L M Ms S Ss D/L M/S Ms /Se
Fullb # Number of Eventsd 2,109 4,302 9,873 4,876 2,952 5,659 559 1:2.29 0.86:1 5.28:1
# Number of Scenariose 1,520 1,775 2,961 2,242 955 2,880 257 1:1.67 0.78:1 3.71:1
Percentage of scenarios 39.2 45.7 76.3 57.8 24.6 74.2 6.6
Conservedc # Number of Eventsd 1,279 1,426 5,763 2,567 1,509 2,880 235 1:4.04 0.89:1 6.42:1
# Number of Scenariose 1,015 940 1,954 1,374 529 1,747 81 1:2.08 0.79:1 6.53:1
Percentage of scenarios 40.7 37.7 78.4 55.1 21.2 70.1 3.3
aG, generation; D, duplication; L, loss; M, merge; S, split. Ms and Ss represent simple merges and splits, that is, merges unaccompanied by generation or duplication
events and splits unaccompanied by duplication or loss events.
bCounts aggregated across all 3,882 reconstructed architecture scenarios.
cCounts aggregated across a conservative set of 2,506 reconstructed architecture scenarios with limited genome annotation errors.
dTotal number of events across all architecture scenarios.
eNumber of architecture scenarios with at least one branch having the event type.
fusion occurs more often than fission by a factor of 2.6–5.6
(Snel et al. 2000; Kummerfeld and Teichmann 2005; Fong
et al. 2007). However, one key difference in this analysis
is that we measured individual events, as opposed to sim-
ply observing the presence of fused and fragmented extant
genes, and wemeasured events over a smaller higher resolu-
tion time scale (the 62 My Drosophila clade vs. all three do-
mains of life diverging over 3.5 billion years). Furthermore,
other studies do not indicate how they handle complicated
events such as partial gene duplication (architecture AB to
FIG. 7. Total counts of evolutionary events inferred on the nine Drosophila phylogeny by STAR-MP. Many evolutionary events are inferred along
each branch (counts aggregated across 3,882 architecture scenarios). The large number of losses is consistent with ancient duplications followed
bymany compensatory losses. Manymerges and splits are located along leaf branches, indicating thatmany fusion and fission genesmay be lineage
specific. Histograms of event counts are shown along each branch, and the number ofmodules in a species is displayed at each species node, where
counts are totaled across all architecture scenarios.
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Table 4. Retainment of Ancestral Architectures by Merge and Split Events.
MERGES All (%) Without Generation (%) With Generation (%)
Number of eventsa 4,876 3,623 (74.3) 1,253 (25.7)
Retained at least one split architectureb,e 4,512 (92.5) 3,437 (94.9) 1,075 (85.8)
Retained both split architecturesc,e 2,688 (55.1) 2,688 (74.2) n/a
SPLITS All (%) Without Loss (%) With Loss (%)
Number of eventsa 5,659 2,683 (47.4) 2,976 (52.6)
Retainedmerged architectured,e 1,943 (34.3) 1,844 (68.7) 99 (3.3)
aTotal number of merge/split events, as well as whether these events are merges with a newly generated module (e.g., A→ AB) or splits that also lose an associated
split module (e.g., AB→ A). Percentages out of the total number of merge/split events.
bNumber of merges that retain at least one ancestral split architecture (e.g., A,B→ A,AB).
cNumber of merges that retain both ancestral split architectures (e.g., A,B→ A,B,AB).
dNumber of splits that retain the ancestral merged architecture (e.g., AB→ AB,A,B).
ePercentages out of the number of events in the top row.
architectures AB and A) and partial gene loss (e.g., architec-
ture AB to architecture A).We considered the former exam-
ple to require a split prior to duplication and the latter to
require a split prior to loss, whereas other models may have
allowed for the duplication and loss to occur without an ac-
companying split. Investigation of our reconstructed archi-
tecture scenarios showed that many splits are due to such
partial duplications and losses; by considering only “simple”
merges and splits that are unaccompanied by generation,
duplication, or loss events, the merge-to-split ratio became
5.28:1, which ismuch more comparable to previously deter-
mine ratios.
This last observation prompted us to also analyze the
co-occurrence of events. The first trend we found is that
merge and split events tend to co-occur within module and
architecture families. There are 1,264 scenarios (32.6% of
all reconstructed scenarios, 25.9% of scenarios with merge
events, 22.3% of scenarios of split events) with both merge
and split events. Furthermore, 2,419 module families are in-
volved in both merge and split events (42.9% of the 5,645
module families that undergo a merge, 34.3% of the 7,049
module families that undergo a split). This suggests that
modules that undergo a merge or split event are more
likely to undergo further rearrangement (compared with
the 22,861module families inDrosophila, fold = 1.39, hyper-
geometic test, P = 1.31× 10−108).
Another interesting relationship is how merge and splits
events co-occur with the other events (table 4). For ex-
ample, most (74.3%) merges occur between existing (non-
generated) modules, and most (92.5%) retain at least
one premerge architecture (due to a previous duplication
event). This is similar to cases such as jingwei where a du-
plication and merge has preserved the parental gene forms.
In contrast, we found that most (52.6%) split events occur
with the loss of a resulting split module, and few (34.3%) re-
tain the presplit architecture.
Genome Annotation Errors Contribute to Lineage-
Specific Events in Reconstruction
We found that 57.4% of all merge events and 78.9% of
all split events occur along a branch leading to an extant
species (supplementary table S6, Supplementary Material
online). This could suggest that merge and split events
tend to be lineage specific, as found in previous studies
of Drosophila (Zhou et al. 2008; Rogers et al. 2009), or it
could be an artifact of our pipeline arising from poor gene
models and architecture annotations. For example, the D.
melanogaster lineage contains 9.4% of all merge events and
16.3% of all lineage-specific merge events even though its
branch accounts for only 2.9% of the total branch length
within the species tree and 3.7% of the total leaf branch
lengths. This genome also accounts for 14.7% (446) of the
3,044 fused genes for which the split form consists of two
adjacent genes, compared with an average of 10.7% (295–
341) in all other genomes. However, since D. melanogaster
has the best annotated genome and lowest gene model
error rate (table 1), these large percentages could be ex-
plained by genes being erroneously called as separate genes
in other species and correctly called as a single gene in D.
melanogaster, leading to a MP reconstruction in which a
single merge event has occurred along the D. melanogaster
branch.
Due to such potential anomalies, we would like a rough
estimate of how many architecture families could erro-
neously containmerge or split events. Though we have pre-
viously validated our sequence input, we also decided to
consider a highly conservative set of architecture families,
which we defined as families in which no genes are neigh-
bors, no genes are at the ends of scaffolds, and no genes have
transitive BLAST hits through alternatively spliced forms.
This last filter removes possible spurious gene fusions and
fissions, in which part of the fused gene is found in an alter-
native transcript but not in the longest transcript.
Filtering the 4,107 architecture families involving mod-
ule merges or splits resulted in a set of 2,506 families
(61.0% of original set) with 6,120 modules (49.7%) cover-
ing 21,780 genes (48.0%). This implies that up to 39.0% of
the “merge/split” architecture families could be affected by
genome annotation errors or alternative transcripts that
were not considered.Within the conservative set, 2,492 fam-
ilies with 6,022 modules covering 21,518 genes had recon-
structed architecture scenarios. Note the 2-fold decrease in
the number of sequences represented. This is expected, as
our conservative set likely discarded many true examples of
gene fusion and fission; for example, all scenarios with ad-
jacent genes merging or a gene splitting into two adjacent
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genes were removed, despite both of these are being valid
potential mechanisms.
This conservative set of families removed 54.7% of
lineage-specific merges and 48.8% of lineage-specific splits.
However, 49.4% of the remaining (conservative) merge
events and 79.3% of the remaining split events are still lin-
eage specific, and the percentage of merge events in the D.
melanogaster lineage was only reduced from 9.4% to 6.8%
(percentage of lineage-specificmerge events reduced from
16.3% to 13.7%) (supplementary table S9, Supplementary
Material online), suggesting that lineage-specific events are
not solely a byproduct of poor gene annotations.
Considering all architecture families, the conservative fil-
ter retained 12,408 families (86.1% of original set) with
16,178 modules (70.9%) covering 84,496 genes (75.3%).
Though ratios and folds changed, all results within the pre-
vious sections hold (GO enrichment: supplementary ta-
ble S7, Supplementary Material online; PPI: supplementary
section 11, Supplementary Material online; event counts:
table 3, supplementary tables S8–S9 and fig. S7, Supplemen-
tary Material online).
Phylogenomic Pipeline Recovers Previously Known
Examples of Chimeric Genes
Zhou et al. (2008) and Rogers et al. (2009) previously
identified 47 unique chimeric genes in D. melanogaster, 21
of which were also identified by our algorithm (supplemen-
tary table S10, Supplementary Material online), yielding a
sensitivity of 44.7%. However, Zhou et al. (2008) allowed
chimeric genes to arise from a single parental sequence
recruiting sequences from other intronic or intergenic
sequences or from repetitive elements; this resulted in
32 of their chimeric genes having a single parental gene.
Such chimeric genes might not have been detected by our
pipeline since a gene subsequence must have had a hit for
it to propagate through our module detection algorithm,
and our use of protein sequences eliminated any possible
hits to intronic or integenic sequences. By considering only
chimeric genes that have two or more parental genes, our
sensitivity rises to 60% (9/15). The remaining chimeric
genes were not identified due to no hits found (one), no
hits found satisfying the percent identity threshold (one),
frameshift mutations (one), overlapping alignments (two),
or underclustering of modules into module families (one).
The first two reasons are a consequence of the BLAST step
in our pipeline, where we chose thresholds consistent with
previous studies in phylogenomics (Rasmussen and Kellis
2007). Similarly, regarding the last reason, we chose a clus-
tering threshold for OrthoMCL consistent with previous
studies (Enright et al. 2002).
Both Zhou et al. (2008) and Rogers et al. (2009) used
BLASTn to compare coding sequences, and they used differ-
ent filters, for example, they kept only the top hits or used
different alignment length and percent identity thresholds.
In our pipeline, we used peptide sequences and BLASTp
to compare sequences in our pipeline as peptide homol-
ogy is more sensitive than nucleotide homology. However,
our choice to use BLASTp also eliminated our ability to
detect frameshift mutations. Investigation of nucleotide
alignments suggests that frameshift mutations account for
a small percentage (∼0.58%) of total alignments andwould
increase the number of genes participating in merge/split
families by<3.15% (supplementary section 12, Supplemen-
tary Material online). Future investigationmay incorporate
these alignments into our pipeline.
Both cases of overlapping alignments had nearly full over-
laps among the three sequences, indicating that the three
genes were likely duplicate copies rather than two parental
sequences and one chimeric child. Aside from sequence
changes in the data sets that could have caused nonover-
lapping alignments to now appear as overlapping, remem-
ber that we also extended our alignments using LALIGN,
whereas Zhou et al. (2008) and Rogers et al. (2009) used
BLASTn alignments. Manual inspection of the alignments
suggests that the full overlapping alignments are correct,
and the two cases correspond to nonchimeric genes.
Gene Fusion and Fission Events Reflect a Small Number
of CommonMechanisms
In this section, we consider possible mechanisms for gen-
erating new architectures that require merges and/or splits
(fig. 8), show a concrete example of the mechanism,
and determine how often each mechanism occurs within
Drosophila (supplementary section 13, SupplementaryMa-
terial online, catalog of genes by mechanism available
online).
The first mechanism allows neighboring genes to merge
or split, which could occur by mutations that alter start
and stop codons. Allowing for the duplication of genes
or subsequences before merges or splits, we found that
1,681 modules and 6,713 genes (16.4% and 17.2% of the
modules/genes participating inmerge/split events) possibly
undergo this mechanism. Of course, such merges and splits
are also the most suspect, as they could be caused by
poor gene calls. Looking to EST (mRNA-seq) evidence,
we found 274 (236) of the above genes are inconsistent
with ESTs (mRNA-seqs), 5,863 (4,534) genes have no ESTs
(mRNA-seqs), and 576 (1,943) genes are consistent with
ESTs (mRNA-seqs). Other more complicated mechanisms
may also explain these fusions and fissions. For example, a
merged gene that is foundbetween the ancestral split genes
(not necessarily as neighbors, example in supplementary
fig. S8, SupplementaryMaterial online)may be the result of
large loop mismatch repair or replication slippage (Rogers
et al. 2009). We found that 32 modules and 19 genes (0.3%
and 0.05%) possibly result from these mechanisms.
The second mechanism was introduced with the case
of jingwei (supplementary fig. S9, Supplementary Material
online), an example which is recovered by our pipeline.
Here, a retrotransposed copy of a gene is inserted into an-
other gene and exons are combined to produce a new
gene (though a fusion of the transcripts followed by retro-
transposition is also possible; Akiva et al. 2006). Such an
event would correspond to a duplication and merge in our
algorithm, but duplications and splits are also possible if
a partial retrotransposition occurs. We found that 1,904
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FIG. 8.Mechanisms for generating fused and fragmented architectures. (A ) Two adjacent genesmerge into a single gene, or a single gene splits into
twogenes. (B ) A retrotransposed copy of a gene combines with exons from another gene. (C ) A chromosomal segment duplicates, and alternative
portions of the duplicates are lost.
modules and 2,023 genes (18.5% and 5.18% of mod-
ules/genes participating in merge/split events) potentially
result from this mechanism. In comparison, previous stud-
ies found that retrotransposition accounts for 12.2% of
chimeric genes in D. melanogaster (Zhou et al. 2008).
The thirdmechanism involves segmental duplication fol-
lowed by differential loss and was observed in the mon-
key king family (Wang et al. 2004). Though we did not find
this example in our data set as the events occur in a sister
group of D. melanogaster not included in our nine species,
we found that 60 modules and 79 genes (0.6% and 0.2% of
the modules/genes participating in merge/split events) re-
sult from this mechanism. An example is the evolution of
the rhea family (fig. 9).
Discussion
We have presented a novel model of evolution that cap-
tures module-level events such as generation, duplication,
loss, merge, and split, all of which lead to new mod-
ule architectures, and we have also introduced a maxi-
mum parsimony algorithm STAR-MP for tracing architec-
ture evolution anddemonstrated its accuracy in simulation.
Furthermore, using our architecture-aware phylogenomic
pipeline on a clade of nine Drosophila species, we have pro-
vided the most complete picture yet of gene and module
evolution in a complete genome across multiple species.
Unlike conventional gene tree reconstruction methods,
our approach incorporated module architectures and was
thus able to model how genes across gene families may
be related, as indicated by the presence of similar modules
or architectures. Also, unlike most architecture-aware phy-
logenomic analyses, our approach found gene modules de
novo rather than relying on external domain models, and
our reconstruction pipeline traced gene evolution while in-
corporating sequence information and providing statistical
bootstrapping support.
Our results revealed that merges are more prevalent
than splits as reported in previous directed studies. We also
showed that merge and split events tend to occur more fre-
quently when duplications have also retained the original
architectures, likely allowing new functions to be generated
by the newly formed merged or split gene while retaining
the original functions of the ancestral genes. Our approach
should enable the systematic study of whether gene merges
and splits are enriched in alternatively spliced genes, and
how often an alternatively spliced form carries the original
architecture. We did not focus on this question here, as we
only used a single splice form (the longest polypeptide) for
each gene in this initial study and because alternative splice
forms are only well annotated in D. melanogaster and not
across the Drosophila clade.
In our study, we used SPIMAP for phylogenetic recon-
struction of module trees; SPIMAP is a species tree-aware
program that canmaximize phylogenetic accuracy for small
sequences. This is especially important as phylogenetic ac-
curacy is dependent on the length of the sequences com-
pared, which can make subgene-level phylogenetic recon-
struction (as in our module trees) especially error-prone in
absence of a known species tree.
We used equal event costs and ignored branch lengths
(both within the known species tree and the reconstructed
module phylogenies) when reconstructing architecture sce-
narios with STAR-MP. This assumes that events are equally
likely across all branches regardless of event type or branch
lengths. Although we could have incorporated the inferred
merge-to-split ratios (as reported in Common Trends in Ar-
chitecture Scenarios Revealed by STAR-MPReconstruction)
when assigning event costs, wewished to avoid such circular
dependencies. Future studies may investigate ways to esti-
mate these rates and incorporate them in a probabilistic or
weighted parsimony framework.
A major bottleneck of architecture reconstruction algo-
rithms is the enumeration of possible architectures, which
can use both the order of modules within architectures
and the number of architecture instances within families;
thus, the number of possible parent architectures given two
children architectures can be intractably large. STAR-MP
relied on heuristics to limit the set of parent architectures
for increased efficiency, and using a maximum parsimony
approach, it was possible to consider a large number of par-
ent architectures since computing the rearrangement cost
for each combination of parent and children architectures
is relatively fast. However, future work may require a better
understanding of architecture rearrangements to better
sample the full architecture space. Further analysis, for
example looking at how often modules change order, may
provide insight into architecture arrangements and help
us develop a more biologically relevant model. Similarly,
we can examine whether more complicated events such
as module inversion are required for accurate architecture
reconstruction.
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FIG. 9.The inferred evolutionary history ofGH22519 inD. grimshawi through duplication–degeneration of rhea. (A ) TheMP architecture scenario.
(The full MP architecture scenario is available for download.) Most species have themodule 09411 and 04568 fused in a single gene rhea. However,
dgri has the two modules in separate genes, with the rhea ortholog containing module 09411 and the GH22519 gene containing module 04568.
The MP reconstruction infers a split along the branch leading to dgri. Note that in the full MP architecture scenario, there is a second gene with
module 09411 in the (dmel,(dyak,dere )) ancestor, which is caused by the module tree (incorrectly) grouping dmel and dere together. This results
in likely spurious duplication, loss, and split events being inferred within themelanogaster subgroup. (B ) A genome level view shows that rhea and
GH22519 in dgri are found on two scaffolds that alternately contain orthologs to the other eight genomes. (C ) The inferred evolutionary history
of rhea and GH22519 in dgri through segmental duplication followed by differential degeneration. Instead of losing the entire rhea gene in one of
the duplicates, rhea undergoes alternative module loss, with each copy retaining one module of the original rhea gene. This results in two genes
that appear fused in the other species and fragmented in dgri.
The methods presented here relied on parsimonious
reconstructions of evolutionary histories, which allowed
us to limit the number of scenarios to consider, result-
ing in high speed and accuracy. A major challenge go-
ing forward is to extend these methods to propagate
sequence information across all possible reconstructions,
similar to existing Bayesian and maximum likelihood phy-
logenetic methods, which we believe could better cap-
ture the evolutionary history of architecture families. In
particular, such probabilistic methods could allow for the
modeling of branch lengths within an architecture DAG
(rather than being limited to architecture scenarios) and
thus place evolutionary events at specific timepointswithin
the species history. This could also allow the simultaneous
modeling of both sequence and architecture evolution,
rather than the current approaches of utilizing sequence
to reconstruct module trees and then either using ar-
chitecture to reconstruct architecture scenarios or us-
ing reconciliation to determine module insertions and
deletions.
Finally, although we have only focused on the Drosophila
clade, increasing numbers of complete genomes are be-
coming commonplace across vertebrates and fungi, es-
pecially in mammals and yeast species. Further analysis
of such genomes using our methods can reveal many
new insights into module neofunctionalization and the
emergence of new gene functions through module-level
events.
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Supplementary Material
Supplementary sections 1–13, tables S1–S10, and figures
S1–S9 are available at Molecular Biology and Evolution on-
line (http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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